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ABSTRACT: Potato third of agricultural production in the country has after wheat and rice. But because 
of the damage caused by viral pathogens that performance per unit area decreases. The use of biological 
fertilizers to increase food production, which is one of the world's most important agricultural products. In 
order to study the effect of bio-fertilizer on the  stolon formation stage in mini-tuber production of three 
potato cultivars, this study was carried on factorial randomized complete block design with two factors 
including cultivars (Agria, Marphona and Sante) and Bio-fertilizer (no-fertilizer, Azeto-barvar1,  Phosphate 
barvar2 and Azeto-barvar1+Phosphate-barvare2) with four replications. At first the single-node cuttings of 
three cultivars Agria, Sante and marphona were planted on MS medium. The produced seedlings were 
transferred to the greenhouse in pots. The levels of bio-fertilizer were preferred at 2.5g/l and were used 
on the stolon formation stage. Results revealed that cultivars, bio-fertilizers and bio-cultivars-fertilizers 
interactions had a significant effect at the 1% on yield and yield components of mini-tuber. Bio-fertilizer 
increased photosynthesis with increasing leaf area and net assimilation rate of light and increased mini-
tuber yield. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 Potato is one of the most important types of crops in the world.  Because of nutrition and the significance of its 
production, potato is ranked as the 3rd crop after wheat and rice in Iran. Meanwhile, the significance of potato and its 
protein amount is more than wheat and rice at the surface level (Asgari, 2006). Because of the vegetative 
reproduction of potato, this crop is sensitive to fungus disease, bacterial disease, and plant viruses. One of the 
reasons of the poor performance of potato at the surface level is because of pathogen factors especially plant viruses. 
This disease can be transmitted via potato tuber. There are various types of techniques for the purpose of producing 
potato seed tuber; naming micro-tuber, Mini-tuber, and techno-tuber. Now, the most practical method is mini-tuber 
(Husseinzadeh and Hassan panah, 2009). Mini-tuber is done by Meristem in laboratory and under controlled 
circumstances (Naik, Karihalo, 2007a). bio-fertilizers are consisted of one or several useful microorganism  that are 
capable of changing soli nutritious elements to other elements such as vitamins and other minerals which are carried 
to the root of the plant (Kouchi , 2006). Using bio-fertilizers have positive effects on the soil properties, they are 
economic, can add to the stability of the soil, and can also maintain production in the long run. Using bio-fertilizers 
can also prevent contamination (Dadashzadeh at all, 2013). Potato production has got a good potential especially in 
Damavand area. Potato has got a good amount of protein and vitamin resource which is capable of adapting to 
different geographical eras. This is the reason that this plant has attracted the attention of many plant breeders. 
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Using new technologies for the aim of producing virus-free plants in basic research studies, commercial products, 
the importance of producing mini-tuber, and also the growing use of bio-fertilizers are the reasons of doing this study.  
 Based on the surface level of planting, and the high potential of potato production in Iran, and the necessity of 
producing  a type of potato seed tuber which is free from any pathogen factor; research in this field will lead to the 
production of the type of mini-tubers which are free from pathogen factors. It will also cause the use of bio-fertilizers 
and finally, potato production will be enhanced.  
 This study is aimed to investigate the following issues: The effect of Azeto-barvar 1 and Phosphate-barvar 2 bio-
fertilizers in the stolon formation stage of the production of mini-tuber of potato. The differences which are because 
of the use bio-fertilizers in stolon formation stage of the production of mini-tuber in different cultivars of potato. The 
elicited effects of bio-fertilizers of Azeto-barvar 1 and Phosphete-barvar 2 on LAI, NAR, the amount of photosynthesis, 
and mini-tuber yield. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

 For the purpose of investigating the effect of bio-fertilizers in stolon formation stage of mini-tuber of 3 cultivars of 
potato in laboratory and green house in the area of Damavand, this study was done. A factorial study with using 
completely random blocks was done. Two factors consisting of cultivars at three levels (Agria, Marphona, Sante), 
and bio-fertilizers at 4 levels (no fertilizer, Azeto-barvar 1, Phosphete-barvar 2, Azete-barvar 1+phosphate-barvar 2) 
was replicated 4 times.  
 In the beginning, a number of tubers from 3 cultivars of Agria, Marphona, and Sante were planted inside of vases 
in a green house of 22 to 25 degree centigrade. When the seedlings of 15 to 20 centimeters were produced, the 
pruning operation and cutting the terminal buds by means of a disinfected scalpel was done. This task was for the 
purpose of providing space for the growth of lateral buds. The pruned plants of 3 cultivars of Agria, Marphona, and 
Sante had a suitable condition with regards to light and temperature. The cultivars were sent to laboratory for the aim 
of Meristem separation. The separated Meristems of all the cultivars were transmitted to Murashige and Skoog (MS) 
medium. The medium was consisted of 0.1 milligram of Gibberellic acid. This procedure was done in a completely 
careful manner to prevent damage. The cultured Meristems were transmitted to the growth chamber and were placed 
to a suitable lighting and temperature of 100 lux (Lx) and 22 to 24 centigrade. One month later, the Meristems were 
placed under a circumstance of 1000 lux of light. At the time that the Meristems were grown and were with seedlings 
of 1 centimetre, they were transmitted to a semi-solid and hormone-free media of 3000 lux of light. After the growth 
of the seedlings, each seedling of each cultivar was divided into single nodes. The nodes were placed into 
Erlenmeyer of 250 cc which was consisted of some of Murashige and Skoog medium of the semi-solid and hormone-
free media. The entrance of each Erlenmeyer was closed by Paraphin wax. The Erlenmeyers were placed into the 
growth chamber. After seven weeks, the seedlings were produced. When the length of the seedlings reached to 15 
to 20 centimetres, they were transmitted to green house. Based on the plan of the pilot study, they were planted into 
vases of 20 centimetres and diameter of 19 centimetres. The bed cultivation mixture in the vase was consisted of 
peat moss, Pearlite, leaf mold, and disinfected farming soil. 25 to 30 percent of the volume of the bed cultivation was 
consisted of air, and 50 percent was solid substances. Later, 100 cc of the 1.5 percent of the liquid which was made 
of macro and micro elements was poured in each vase. For the task of cultivation, the seedlings were removed from 
each Erlenmeyer and the roots were washed by water to be cleaned from the remnants of the cultivation bed. There 
was created a hole in each vase and the seedlings were planted. For the purpose of adaptability of the seedlings 
with the green house environment and for the aim of humidity prevention of the surroundings of the seedling, there 
was placed a colourless recyclable plastic glass. Two weeks after the cultivation and when the seedling is adapted 
to the environment, the glasses were removed. The irrigation task of the seedlings is done in a weekly basis. For the 
aim of providing the necessary nutrients of the seedlings, a mixture of complete fertilizer which was consisted of 
micro nutrition with a density of 3 in 1000, and macronutrients with a density of 1.5 in 1000 was dissolved in irrigation 
water and was given to the seedlings. Also, iron fertilizer with a density of 1.5 in 1000 which is dissolved in water is 
given to the seedlings each 22 days. At the time of planting the seedlings only some of the volume of the vase was 
filled up. The remaining part of the vase was filled up in 3 stages of earthling up. The earthling up of the plant is 
necessary when its aerial organ has completely grown up. This growing up has increased the amount of water and 
nutrition absorption and this is necessary for increasing the amount of tuber creation. Different levels of bio-fertilizers 
such as no fertilizer, Azeto-barvar 1, Phosphate-bavar 2, Azeto-barvar 1+phosphate-barvar 2 was prepared for the 
amount of 0.5 gram in a litre. At the stage of stolon formation, this was done in each vase (it was based on the pilot 
study of the research). After the passing of about 4 months of transferring the seedlings to the vases, the mini-tuber 
was produced. Harvesting the mini-tubers was individually done for each case.  
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 The amount of the produced mini-tubers’ yield and the elements of their yield was measured. It was analyzed by 
means of SAS (9.1). Using Duncan test (at the 5 percent level), made the task of comparing the means possible. 
The related Figures were also drawn by means of Excel.  For drawing the Figure of the leaf area index and net 
assimilation rate, the following equation was used. 
 

LAI= Exp (a′t2+b′t+c′) 
NAR= (b+2ct) ×Exp [(a-a′) + (b-b′) T+(c-c′) T2)] 

 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

 The analysis of the variance of the characteristics under study showed that there is a significant difference 
between 3 cultivars of Agria, Marphona, and Sante with regards to the number of mini-tuber, the mean weight of 
mini-tuber, total weight, and number of stolon at the level of 1 percent. (Table 1). The use of bio-fertilizer was also 
significant at the level one percent of any of the characteristics under study of the number of mini-tuber, mean weight 
of mini-tuber, total weight, and number of stolon. (Table 1). Cultivars’ interaction of the bio-fertilizer was also 
significant at the level of 5 percent of the number of mini-tubers. Cultivars’ interaction of the bio-fertilizers was 
significant on the number of stolon, mean weight, and total weight at the 1 percent level. (Table 1). The significant 
effect that was shown among the cultivars was because of the characteristics and genetic potential of each cultivar. 
Sante cultivar produced the greatest number of mini-tuber in comparison with other cultivars under study.  The mean 
weight of the mini-tubers of the Sante cultivar was less than Agria and Marphona cultivars. Agria cultivars had the 
least number of produced mini-tubers, while the mean weight of its produced mini-tubers was the most. 
 

Table 1. Variance analysis of the characteristics under study 
 

  Mean Squares     
Number of 
Stolon 

The number of mini-
tuber eyes 

Total weight in the 
vase 

The mean weight of 
mini-tuber 

The number of mini-
tubers 

df Change source 

2/026 0/330 58/105 1/391 2/201 3 repetition 
*4/330 0/181ns **279/281 **10/511 **9/614 2 cultivar 
4/079* 0/486ns **158/213 **11/607 **7/122 3 Bio-fertilizer 
*4/152 0/222ns **175/241 **12/468 *4/774 6 Cultivar in bio-

fertilizer 
1/204 0/288 35/474 1/53 1/580 21 error 
4/89 12/57 8/20 17/88 11/47  Coefficient of 

variation 

 
means not significant  and significant at the probability level of 1 and 5 percent         ** and ns* ، 

 
Table 2. comparing the mean score of interactions 

 
The number of 
stolon 

The number of eye in 
each mini-tuber 

Total weight in 
vase 

Mini-tuber’s 
mean weight 

The number of 
mini-tuber 

 

16/58h 3/93a 48/53c 6/11bcd 7/78d Agria without bio-fertilizer 
19/23g 4/82a 52/23c 8/9a 10/70bc Agria with Azeto-barvar 1 
19/92fg 4/07a 75/31b 8/01ab 9/39cd Agria with Azeto-phosphate 2 

19/89d 4/56a 89/21a 8/65a 10/3bc 
Agria with Azeto-barvar 1+ 
phosphate-barvar 2 

21/69e 4/36a 44/03c 5/51d 7/81d Marphona without bio-fertilizer 
23/41d 4/06a 87/35a 8/01ab 11/03abc Marphona with Azeto-barvar 1 
24/01cd 4/18a 90/52a 7/87ab 11/67abc Marphona with phosphate-barvar 2 

24/98bcd 4/26a 75/58b 7/81abc 11/36bc 
Marphona with Azeto-barvar 
1+phosphate-barvar 2 

21/01ef 3/97a 46/15c 4/41d 10/69bc Sante without bio-fertilizer 
25/17bc 3/97a 74/4b 6/01bcd 12/38ab Sante with Azeto-barvar 1 
26/28ab 2/12a 71/3b 5/76cd 12/37ab Sante with phsphat-barvar 2 

27/01a 4/01a 75/08b 5/41bcd 12/97a 
Sante with Azeto-barvar 1+ 
phosphate-barvar 2 

 
The means in each column that have at least one common word, didn’t have a significant difference at the 5 percent level of the 

Duncan test. 
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 The elicited results of the Duncan test at the 5 percent level showed that Azeto-barvar 1, Azeto-barvar 2, Braver 
1+phosphate 2 are categorized in the same statistical group. This also showed that the mentioned bio-fertilizers have 
the significant difference in comparison with the time that no bio-fertilizer was applied. Figure 1 showed that the use 
of bio-fertilizers will lead to the production of more mini-tubers.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1. comparing the mean score of the number of mini-tubers for the bio-fertilizers 
 
 The greatest numbers of mini-tubers (with the mean of 12.97 cultivars) were produced under the effect of the 
simultaneous use of Barvar 1, Phosphete-barvar 2, bio-fertilizers.  The least number of mini-tubers (with the mean 
score of 7.78 cultivars) of Agria was when no type of bio-fertilizer was used. (Table 2).  
 With regards to the mean weight of each mini-tuber also, the bio-fertilizers (such as Azeto-barvar 1, Phosphete-
barvar 2, and Barvar 1+Phosphete-bavar 2) were categorized in the same statistical group and didn’t have any 
significant difference with each other. In contrast, not using bio-fertilizers categorized in a separate statistical group, 
and showed the significant difference with the used bio-fertilizers. (Figure 2). The use of bio-fertilizers leads to an 
increase in the mean weight of each mini-tuber. The cultivar of Agria which was under the effect of the simultaneous 
use of the bio-fertilizers (Azeto-barvar 1 and Phosphete-barvar 2) had the greatest mean weight of mini-tubers (the 
mean weight was 8.65 gr),  Azeto-barvar 1, phosphate-barvar 2, with the hormonal, enzyme, and moving metabolites 
compounds also lead to the increased mean weight of mini-tuber. 
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Figure 2. comparing the mean weight of the bio-fertilizers (in grm) 

 
 The use of bio-fertilizers will increase the number of mini-tubers and their mean weight. This will lead to an 
increase in the total weight of each mini-tuber in each vase. This also showed the significant difference between the 
use of bio-fertilizers, and no bio-fertilizers. (Figure 3).  The greatest total weight (with the mean weight of 89.21 gr in 
each vase) was produced in the Agria cultivar which was under the effect of the simultaneous use of Azeto-barvar 1, 
and phosphate-barvar 2. (Table 2). Bio-fertilizer leads to an increase in the total weight of mini-tuber by means of the 
effect on the optimum proficiency of the absorbed nutrients. Goal and colleagues (2004) also in a similar study 
referred to the increase in the total weight of mini-tuber which is due to the use of bio-fertilizer. Bio-fertilizers expand 
the surface root for the purpose of optimal absorption; also the production of growth hormones and some vitamins 
will cause the quantitative and qualitative growth of the tuber. As a result, this will not present itself as an increased 
performance. (Kapour and Moucri, 2002). 
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Figure 3. comparing the total weight of mini-tuber (grm) for the used bio-fertilizers 

 
 The number of Stolon also, gone under the effect of the use of bio-fertilizers.  The use of Azeto-barvar 1, barvar 
2, barvar 1+phosphate-barvar 2 leads to the increased number of stolons.  In Duncan categorization, the used bio-
fertilizers were put in a same group. (Figure 4).  The number of the formed Stolons in a bush showed the final number 
of tuber. It was also shown that the use bio-fertilizer is effective in increasing the number of Stolons because it will 
cause an effect on the chemical reactions, and photosynthesis.  
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Figure 4. comparing the mean score of the number of Stolon for the bio-fertilizers 

 
Net assimilation rate is defined as the amount of made substance of the plant in the lead area in each day. This 
shows the practicality of photosynthesis. In the growth period, the efficiency of the leaf in the production of 
photosynthesis substances is reduced. As a result, the rate of net assimilation will be decreased. When the plan 
tubers are produced, and the leaf dies in the shadow, the rate of net assimilation increases a bit. The reason for this 
increase is that when old leaves die, the leaf surface will be decreased, too. Azeto-barvar 1, and phosphate-barvar 
2, creates a balance in the absorption of the main substances of the plant.  They also secret the growth hormone of 
Auxin which will lead to the development and growth of the root, and Aerial parts of the plant. Consequently, the net 
rate assimilation increases, and finally with the increase in photosynthesis, the mini-tuber weight also will be 
increased. (Figure 5). 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. comparing NAR 

 
 It is possible to investigate the enlargement of the leaf on the basis of an increase in the cell. The production of 
the various growth stimulus hormones of a plant such as Auxin, and Gibberellic acid as the result of the use of bio-
fertilizers, will be growth, and an increase in the leaf area index. From another side, the help of nitrogen stabilizer 
bacteria will lead to an increase in the leaf area, and the receipt of light radiation. As a result, photosynthesis will be 
increased. Asymylat production, cell division, and cell enlargement will be more. Finally, the plant yield and growth 
will be increased. 
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Figure 6. leaf area index 

 
 The application of Azeto bacteria and Azospirilum with Psedomonas bacteria in a collective fashion will not only 
contribute to excessive growth (due to Synergistic effects of the two bacteria on each other) but also helps to stimulate 
plant growth. (Muraleedharan l, 2010). 
 Furthermore, the bacteria inside the bio-fertilizers (Azeto-bacteria) secret different kinds of antibiotics, Hydrogen 
cyanide, and Siderphore. This secretion prevents the attack of many soil-lived pathogens to a plant. The main 
purpose of Nitrogen stabilizers is to stabilize the nitrogen in the air and changing it to a type of usable mineral Nitrogen 
for a plant. The results of this study showed that the used bio-fertilizers could create a better circumstance comparing 
with the no bio-fertilizer case. Plants response to contamination by Phosphate dissolving bacteria and Azeto-bacter 
showed itself as: the increased net weight, Tuber’s excessive amount of Nitrogen, roots expansion, fruitful 
inflorescences, and the increased number of the tubers in each plant, mean weight of tubers, plants’ lengthening, 
leaf length, blossom acceleration, and flowering. (Fageria, and baligar, 2001; Khavazi, 2005). Researchers also 
believe that bio-fertilizers  as  substitunational in some cases and supplimentary in most cases  can warranty the 
stability of agricultural systems.  Bio-fertilizers also  can be used  as a necessary member in the stable agriculturaling. 
(Lough l, 2001).  Azeto-barvar 1, and phosphate-barvar 2 (by means of releasing the necessary Nitrogen and 
Phosphorous elements, and micro –nutritious of a plant) will bring up more insemination for the flowers and as a 
result, more tubers in a plant will be produced. When photosynthesis bodies are more, Asymylat production will also 
be increased. As a result, the more reservoirs will be created.  Up until the moment that the offering of photosynthesis 
substances is great, the number of mini-tubers also will be increased.  Azeto-bacter   is capable of Auxin synthesis. 
Azeto-bacter also has growth stimulating hormones. That is why Azeto-bacter is effective in tuber production. 
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